Abstract: The paper presents an architecture of the education system with gamification. The system for assessing practical knowledge and skills through play is designed to optimize the educational process and the manifestation of students' creative thinking. The main purpose of this system is to simplify and automate the learning process in educational institutions.
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1. Introduction
To date, in higher educational institutions, especially in technical ones, there exists a long-standing system of assessing students' knowledge and skills, which is based on the implementation of standard tasks for a laboratory exercise. Therefore, students do not show their initiative to perform the tasks, but on the contrary, seek a ready solution to such a problem [1].

Despite the popularity of the IT industry and the large number of students, the first years of study are difficult for them because programming and maths seem boring and difficult. All this causes a decrease in motivation for learning and self-development.

Computer games in turn are attracting more and more young people. In 7 out of 10 cases, young people prefer to play a computer game rather than do a lab work. Moreover, they want not only to waste the time playing, but also to create the games. Yes, such global competitions for programmed computer heroes or bots as Topcoder, USACO and others gather hundreds of thousands of participants every year. Therefore, there was a problem to organize tasks for a laboratory work in the form of game [2, 3]. In particular, it is about studying and implementing algorithms and methods of a programming language in the form of competitions to increase the interest in their own tasks, as well as provide an opportunity to express their creative ideas and non-standard solutions to problems. In addition, senior students will be involved in building a portal for the games. They will compose and implement tasks for junior students. This will allow for a continuous learning process and communication between students of different years of study.

This topic is relevant today, as the issues of creativity of the younger generation, non-standard solutions to the problem, as well as an interesting way of learning the material of programming is of great interest for both teachers and students. The development of such portals is also interesting to science, as the collected statistics will allow the cognitive characteristics of students to be taken into account and the learning process to be personalized. For students, it is an opportunity to show their skills, knowledge, share their experiences with others and get advice from others. Therefore, it is necessary to involve university teachers in practicing this method of teaching and assessing students.

The object of the study is an information process of gamification of educational process.

The web portal of the gamification system of the educational process and automatic assessment of the level of knowledge on laboratory work has been developed.

2. State of the art
The term "gamification" [3, 4] quickly began to gain popularity in 2010. It involves the use of game elements in "serious", i.e non-game, processes. The purpose of this process is to make the familiar traditional platform more interesting by adding a huge number of game elements such as achievement, hidden bonuses, competitions, progress, quest or leaderboard that can be used in the process of creating a website or program to solve an algorithmic or mathematical problem. Games are commonly used to visualize and improve actions and skills that are difficult to demonstrate using traditional methods, as well as to encourage students to compete with each other and evaluate their progress. Gaming describes a widespread trend in the use of game mechanics for non-gaming settings such as innovation, marketing, training, staff work, health and social change.

Methods of gamification [5, 6] seek to attract natural human instincts:

- competition,
- achievement,
- status,
- self-expression,
Competition is an important element that can be used in gaming. It gives all participants the opportunity to see the rewards of others, or pay bonuses to leaders and thus encourage others to perform tasks.

The field of gamification is still relatively young and it lacks structured research and despite the relatively short time of its development, there are already many studies and publications on this issue. Thus, the study of Maciej Laskowski found that along with the increasing role of various social media there is a new trend in software development - gaming, the main purpose of which is to increase user’s activity when working with software, an attempt was made to analyze this phenomenon, positive and negative side [7 – 9].

Given the great potential of gamification, the following training programs have been developed and are actively used using game elements:

- Codecademy - learning programming in JavaScript, HTML, Python, Ruby;
- Motion Math Games - mobile games make learning maths fun and exciting;
- Mathematics - a program for schools aimed at involving children in mathematics through games and Challenge;
- Khanacademy - free video courses on various topics;
- Spongelab - a personalized platform for science education;
- Foldit - solving scientific problems in the form of puzzles.

After analyzing the existing methods and tools used in educational and scientific activities, it is proposed to use combined approaches with elements of gamification for practical work from educational portals Codecademy, Mathletics and Spongelab.

3. Main material

The game portal “Test My Labs” (“TML”) is developed in the paper.

"TML" performs 4 main functions:

- registers new and authorizes existing users;
- decides on sending and testing it;
- creates new groups and holds group competitions;
- provides information about the list of existing games and instructions for them.

The registration and authorization package consists of 3 classes in terms of backend, and 5 classes in terms of frontend:

- app / auth / authenticate_user.rb – a basic class for user authorization and registration;
- app / models / user.rb – a user model class with field validation and links to other entities;
- app / controllers / users_controller.rb – a user controller class, which contains methods of registration, authorization, output and verification of data;
- src / app / auth / auth.service.ts - the main class-service of user;
- src / app / login / login.component.ts - the main class of components with authorization methods;
- src / app / login / login.service.ts – an additional class-service for authorization methods;
- src / app / login / login.component.html – a component class to display the graphical authorization shell;
- src / app / login / login.component.scss – a style class for styling the authorization shell.

The package for sending and testing the solution consists of 4 classes in terms of backend, and 8 classes in terms of frontend:

- app / models / test.rb – a test model class with links to other entities;
- app / controllers / tests_controller.rb – a test controller class, which contains methods for creating a new test, deleting an existing one and obtaining both one and several test records;
- app / controllers / solutions_controller.rb – a solution controller class, which contains methods for creating a new solution, deleting an existing one and obtaining both one and several records about the solution;
- app / models / solution.rb – a solution model class with connections to other entities;
- src / app / tests / tests.service.ts – a test service class of the solution that sends requests;
- src / app / tests / tests.component.ts – a basic component class with methods for creating, deleting and obtaining tests;
- src / app / tests / tests.component.html – a component class for displaying the graphical shell of tests;
- src / app / tests / tests.component.scss – a style class for styling the test shell;
- src / app / solutions / solutions.service.ts – a solution service class that sends requests;
- src / app / solutions / solutions.component.ts - the main class of components with methods of creating, deleting and obtaining solutions;
- src / app / solutions / solutions.component.html – a component class for displaying the graphical shell of solutions;
- src / app / solutions / solutions.component.scss – a style class for shell solution styling.
The package for creating groups and group competitions consists of 6 classes in terms of backend, and 8 classes in terms of frontend:

- app/models/group.rb – a test model class with connections to other entities;
- app/models/group_member.rb – a solution model class with connections to other entities;
- app/models/group_tests.rb – a solution model class with connections to other entities;
- app/controllers/group_members_controller.rb – a class of controller of the group member;
- app/controllers/group_tests_controller.rb – a group test controller class, which contains methods for creating a new test and obtaining both one and several records of group tests;
- app/controllers/group_controller.rb – a group controller class, which contains methods for creating, editing and deleting a group, blocking another user by group administrator, inviting other users and receiving both one and several group entries;
- src/app/shared/groups.service.ts – a service class of the group that sends requests;
- src/app/groups/groups.component.ts – a basic component class with methods for creating, deleting and retrieving groups;
- src/app/groups/groups.component.html – a component class to display the graphical shell of groups;
- src/app/groups/groups.component.scss – a style class for styling the shell of groups;
- src/app/shared/groups-tests.service.ts – a service class that sends requests for creating, deleting and obtaining group tests;
- src/app/groups-tests/groups-tests.component.ts – a basic component class with methods for creating, deleting and obtaining group tests;
- src/app/groups-tests/groups-tests.component.html – a component class to display the graphical shell of group tests;
- src/app/groups-tests/groups-tests.component.scss – a class-style for styling the shell of group tests.

The package for viewing the list of available games consists of 2 classes in terms of backend, and 4 classes in terms of frontend:

- app/models/game.rb - a game model class with connections to other entities;
- app/controllers/games_controller.rb – a game controller class;
- src/app/shared/games.service.ts – a class-service of games that sends requests;
- src/app/games/games.component.ts - the main class of components for obtaining information about games;
- src/app/games/games.component.html – a component class to display a graphical shell of information about games;
- src/app/games/games.component.scss – a style class for styling the shell of information about games.

4. Results
A database consisting of 10 tables with specified fields, their type and relationships between the tables has been developed (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. The database schema](image-url)
User information is presented in JSON-file (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The description of student representation

The main page is presented in Fig. 4. This page is used for the authorization too.

Fig. 4. The main page of the web-portal

Then, the user is able to choose the game. The game having been chosen, the rules page is activated (Fig. 5).

After that, the user can upload the solution. The assessment is organized automatically. The results of students’ knowledge assessment are presented in Fig. 6.

5. Conclusion

The game portal "Test My Labs" is developed and described in the paper. It allows students to try
themselves as a player in the performance of a task. This web resource allows students to understand the basic algorithms taught in the course “Theory of Algorithms”. Besides, they have access to task instructions and personal accounts with the ability to view their rating and performance. In addition, it is an opportunity to challenge others and evaluate students’ capabilities.

The mode of single testing is an important link between the implementation of the bot and direct participation in competitions. Since the way of solving the game is individual, there is a problem of proper interaction and uniform conditions for all participants. To do this, with the terms and conditions of the game, each user also receives a description of the input / output format. The essence of the unit mode is to check how correctly implemented not only the direct logic of the player (his/her bot), but also the interaction of his/her algorithms with the environment itself.

It should be noted that unauthorized users have limited access rights: they are only allowed to view the main page of the website, game genres and instructions on how to perform the tasks (English and Ukrainian versions are available).

Authorized users have the opportunity to create a group, invite other members of the portal and create their own competition for a certain category of games. They can also view the news of the site in their profile, their statistics: the number of games played, the number of groups in which the user is registered, the number of solutions that are downloaded.

This topic is relevant today, as the issues of creativity of the younger generation, non-standard solutions to the problem, as well as an interesting way of learning the material of programming is of great interest to both teachers and students. The development of such portals is also interesting to science, as the collected statistics will allow the cognitive characteristics of students to be taken into account and the learning process to be personalized. For students, it is an opportunity to show their skills, knowledge, share their experiences with others and get advice from others. Therefore, it is necessary to involve university teachers in practicing this method of teaching and assessing students.
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